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MEERKATS



Plan

Mental Maths

Maths

English

Pastoral session – Please note change of time for this session. 
Now 3.15 - 3.45.

PE

History

Handwriting



Mental Maths – Noah the bookworm

English Expression Algebraic Expression Books read if N is 25

1 Alfie has read 3 more N + 3 25 + 3 = 28

2 Sophie has read 6 less

3 Mrs MacMeekin has read 5x as many

4 Ben has read double

5 Harry has read half as many

6 Rufus has read one more than 3x as many

7 Evelyn has read 4 less and double

8 Jack has read 5 more than double

9
Kasey has read 6 more than double (all 

about unicorns)

10 Fin has read 2 less than half



Maths
Algebra - substitution



Substitution

• Home learners – work through the video:

• https://vimeo.com/500489180

• The next slides are stills from the video to work through in class.

https://vimeo.com/500489180


























Challenge 1 a = 3 b = 6 c = 5

1. a + 2

2. b – 3

3. c + a

4. a + b + c

5. b – c

6. 3a

7. 3c

8. b/a

9. 4a

10. Ab

11. bc

12. 2a + b3c – b

13. 2b – 2a

14. 2ac

15. 2b/a

16. 2c -3a

17. 2a + b + 2c
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English
Active and passive voice



Active and Passive Voice
Greek Myths & Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief

What are active and passive voices?

How can we recognise them? 

How can we use them and what impact do they have?



The subject is what 
the clause is about.

This clause is about Percy.

This clause is about Grover.

This clause is about Annabeth.

Percy winked

Grover played

Annabeth patted

Parts of a Clause 
A clause is a group of words which contains a verb.

All verbs have a subject. 

In some clauses there is something the verb acts on.
This is called the object.



The subject is what 
the clause is about.

In some clauses there is something the verb acts on.
This is called the object.

SUBJECT VERB OBJECT

an eye

the pipes

the giant dog

The object is 
affected by the 

verb.

Percy winked

Grover played

Annabeth patted

Parts of a Clause 
A clause is a group of words which contains a verb.

All verbs have a subject. 



Active Voice

Cerberus chased the ball.

Charon steered the ferry.

The Dead brought money.

Cerberus was doing the 
chasing.

Charon was doing the 
steering.

The Dead were doing the 
bringing.

SUBJECT VERB OBJECT

The subject ‘acts’ 
out the verb in 

the active voice.

Active voice is 
when the subject
‘does’ the verb.



Cerberus chased the ball.Active voice is when 
the subject ‘does’ the 

verb.

the ballCerberus chasedPassive voice is when 
the verb is done to 

the subject.

To write in the 
passive voice, we 
swap the order of 

the sentence.

Start with the thing 
affected by the verb… …and then write the verb.

…and end with the thing 
doing the verb.

…add was or were to 
the verb to make a 
passive verb phrase 

and by before the doer.

was
by

To keep the same meaning,…



Passive Voice
Passive voice changes the emphasis of a sentence.

The bolt was taken by someone.

The entrance is found by Percy.

The passages were lit by a strange light.

The secrets are shared by the Dead.

This clause is about the bolt.

This clause is about the 
entrance.

This clause is about the 
passages.

SUBJECT VERB AGENT

Is and are are used for 
present forms.

Was and were are 
used for past forms.

This clause is about the 
secrets.



Spotting the Voice
Are these sentences written in active or passive mood?

Passive voice is when the verb is 
done to the subject.

Active voice is when the subject
‘does’ the verb.

Annabeth explained the plan.

The music was played by Grover.

Cerberus blinked his six eyes.

The pearls were held by Percy.

The metal detector was set off by Percy and Grover.

ANSWERS



Changing Voice
Try changing the active to the passive and vice versa. 

Passive voiceActive voice

Annabeth opened a book. 

Cerberus chewed the ball. 

Grover understands the growls.

His orders were followed by the Furies. 

The twist is enjoyed by many. 

ANSWERS

A book was opened by Annabeth. 

The ball was chewed by Cerberus.

The growls are understood by Grover.

The Furies followed his orders.

Many enjoy the twist. 



The bolt was lost by Zeus.

The bus was crashed by Percy.

The story is told by Rick Riordan.

Passive Voice

Sometimes the person or thing doing the action is not included in the sentence.

This changes the emphasis as the agent is not important to the meaning.

In non-fiction, it makes the writing more general and formal.

It can also be used to remove blame when explaining an incident!



Active or Passive? A P

1. They opened the door.

1. A guard greeted them.

1. A suit was worn by the guard.

1. The entrance was guarded by Charon.

1. Charon ferries the Dead.

1. The questions were asked by Charon.

1. The pearls were given by Nereid.

1. Grover made up a story.

1. The lie was believed by Charon.

1. Percy persuades Charon.

1. Charon is persuaded by gold.

1. He scooped up the money.

Active & Passive A
Identify the voice of these sentences. Are they active or passive?

Challenge
Underline the auxiliary verbs (is, are, were, was) in the sentences above.

What do you notice?



Active & Passive B

Rewrite these sentences to change the voice from 
active to passive.

1. Charon raised an eyebrow.

2. Percy rode the elevator.

3. Grover saw the polluted river Styx.

4. Panic closed Percy’s throat.

5. Annabeth grabbed Percy’s hand.

6. The children heard a howl.

7. Charon counted the golden coins.

Rewrite these sentences to change the voice 
from passive to active.

8. The Dead were judged by a court.

9. Tortures were arranged by the Furies.

10. The air was sniffed by the dog.

11. The living were smelt by Cerberus.

12. The stick was waved by Percy.

13. Cerberus’ growls were translated by 
Grover.

14. The ball was held by Annabeth.

Challenge

Rewrite some passive sentences, removing 
the agent (doer). What is the impact?







PE

• Pick one of the activities in the 
grid.

• Or

• In class we are learning to play 
tennis. We are practising our ball 
skills and playing with a partner. If 
you have the equipment could 
you play with someone in your 
household? Is there a wall you 
could practise against?



Socrates
History



Socrates -
(469-399 

B.C.)



Socrates trained as a stonemason, like his father, before he served as a 
soldier. After that he decided to pursue knowledge. He would hold 
discussions in public and passers by would join in. He liked to be challenged 
as he thought that reason – thinking things through and answering big 
questions made you a better person.

He was a great teacher and would question everything his students said so 
that they could work out where their ideas were flawed. We call that the 
socratic method. His method was not popular as it showed people up for not 
knowing as much as they thought they did. He also believed in science and 
knowledge not the Gods and was tried for – corrupting the minds of young 
people and not giving respect to religion.



Socrates trial and 
death



What would you say at the trial?

Use these websites to find out more about Socrates before watching the video

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Socrates/476319

https://www.historyforkids.net/socrates.html https://kids.kiddle.co/Socrates

What did he achieve?

What is he remembered for?

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Socrates/476319
https://www.historyforkids.net/socrates.html
https://kids.kiddle.co/Socrates


Task – write a 
speech defending 
Socrates 

• What good did he do for society?

• Why is it good for us to question and 
challenge our understanding?

• What do we know now that could help 
him? (especially about the natural world –
earthquakes and volcanoes)



Handwriting

• Just like last week can you 
practice your silent letter 
spellings by writing them in a 
range of styles.


